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Overview 
In simple terms, the Nineveh Charitable Trust grant has enabled us to continue to meet our core operating costs and 
therefore to continue to employ our Development Officer, who has, once again, made significant progress in all 
areas of our operations.  
 
2015/16 was another excellent year in terms of fundraising income. In the year to 5th April 2016, we raised 
£167,741, down on the previous year’s income as we received two large one-off donations in 2014/15. The graph 
opposite shows the scale of our income growth in recent years.  
 

 
 

Total income    £167,741 
    (Unrestricted)   (£83,963) 
    (Restricted)   (£83,778) 

Total expenditure   £176,614 
Expenditure on charitable objectives £136,942 (78% of total expenditure) 
Expenditure on operating costs  £39,672 (22% of total expenditure) 
Projected income for 2016/17   £200,000 

 
Our impressive growth has enabled us to commit even more funds to tree-breeding projects this year. Last year, 
despite a reduction in our income, we spent £136,942 on our tree-breeding projects and charitable objectives, up 
from £129,179 in 2014/15. We currently have financial commitments totalling £245,892. One of our founding 
principles is to commit all but one year’s operating and governance costs (about £40k) to tree-breeding projects, in 
order to optimise the amount spent on our charitable objectives.   
 
The difference that the Nineveh Charitable Trust’s contribution has made  
The Trust’s contribution enabled us to continue employing our Development Officer, who has worked hard to raise 
funds and the charity’s profile, with considerable success. As a result of our increased profile and reach across the 
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forestry sector, at the invitation of the Forestry Commission, we are working with stakeholders from across the 
forestry sector to create a National Tree Improvement Strategy, for both broadleaves and conifers.  
 
We believe that under this strategy, we should be able to access major funding from the Research Councils, DEFRA 
and others, to ensure that our future woodlands and trees can be as resilient, productive and climate-change 
adapted as possible. The best chance of succeeding in this is to work closely in partnership with others from across 
the whole forestry sector with a clear and unambiguous strategic national agenda. This is an ambitious and long-
term initiative that will need the engagement of dozens of organisations across the relevant sectors. We brought 
representatives from all the appropriate stakeholders together at a national tree improvement conference in 
Birmingham on 26th October to help create and develop the partnerships needed to start identifying the research 
areas and projects required. 
 
As the only organisation in the UK actively engaged in broadleaved tree improvement, it is only natural that we 
should sit at the centre of such a strategy. That we were invited to do so by the Forestry Commission is a great 
testament to our impact, reach and profile across the forestry sector  
 
We are now working with many of the principal stakeholders in the forestry sector. In addition to our long-term 
partnerships with Forestry Commission and Forest Research, we have formed working partnerships with:- 
 
Woodland Trust – an ongoing project to identify excellent and sustainable sources of seed for tree species deemed 
to be of future importance, but for which no identified sources of seed currently exist. An article about the effect of 
genetic diversity on trees’ disease resilience for their “Wood Wise” magazine.  
Millennium Seed Bank – partner in our Sustainable Seed Source project, funded by Woodland Trust 
Woodland Heritage – a project to take cuttings from superior examples of wild service trees across the UK, graft 
them and plant them into trials.  
European Squirrel Initiative – fundraising advice to a charity that shares many of our objectives 
National Forest and Earth Trust – hosting a number of our trials and orchards    
Confederation of Forest Industries – partner in the National Tree Improvement Strategy 
 
Others with whom we have worked or established relationships with include Grown In Britain, Royal Horticultural 
Society Tree and Hedging Group, Ancient Tree Forum and the Tree Design Action Group. We are being invited to 
present at more events too; last year, we presented to the Small Woods Association AGM, Institute of Chartered 
Foresters AGM and several Royal Forestry Society regional meetings, including hosting their Whole Society meeting 
at Earth Trust, which showcases much of our work. We are also paying more people to do more work than ever 
before, becoming less reliant on voluntary contributions and in-kind support.   
 
We are delighted to welcome three new companies to the ranks of our corporate supporters. Forest management 
company Tilhill Forestry (formerly UPM Tilhill), Torry Hill Chestnut Fencing Ltd and Trees Please nursery have both 
recognised the benefits of an association with Future Trees Trust and have made generous donations to support our 
work. We are in negotiations with several other forestry companies and hope to significantly increase our corporate 
supporter base next year.   
     
Our tree breeding work 
Our increased fundraising income (made possible by the efforts of our Nineveh Charitable Trust -funded 
Development Officer) has enabled us to commit far more funds to vital tree breeding projects, all of which are 
overseen, coordinated and financially controlled by our part-time Research Coordinator, Dr Jo Clark. Our sweet 
chestnut and oak species groups were particularly active, with many more projects undertaken, some of which were 
funded by restricted donations, but many of which were only possible because we had unrestricted reserves 
available to support them. We are now the principal funder of broadleaved improvement work in the UK and 
Ireland, an achievement of which we are justly proud.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



A brief summary of our key achievements includes:-  
 
Oak  

 We initiated a detailed, long-term study into inducing early flowering in oak trees, in order to accelerate acorn 
production as there is a GB-wide shortage of home-grown acorns.        

 We collected graftwood from 50 of our selected plus trees sufficient to graft 500 clones to start our clonal seed 
orchards for acorn production 

 We completed our assessment of micro-propagation techniques, to determine how to achieve optimum results 
using this important method of producing oak trees. 

 We are now actively seeking suitable sites, to be assessed by Jo, on which to establish oak clonal seed orchards 
 
Sycamore  

 We have established two progeny trials in Ireland and England to test the offspring of our sycamore plus trees 
 
Sweet chestnut 

 We finished the collection of material from all of our plus trees and its subsequent grafting, in order to create 
clonal seed orchards from our selected plus trees 

 We created a gene bank – a repository of breeding material – on Duchy of Cornwall land in Herefordshire 

 We planted a grafted seed orchard of all our plus trees at a site in County Waterford, Ireland to produce 
improved seed for reforestation.   
 

Walnut 

 We have planted nitrogen fixing nurse species in black walnut trials in the National Forest to help improve 
vigour and form of these struggling trees. 

 We have undertaken stumping and other silvicultural interventions to improve form of our common walnut 
trials at Earth Trust, Little Wittenham, Oxfordshire.  

 
Outcomes, measuring our impact and successes 
Our most important achievement by far is that, as a direct result of our work promoting our objectives, engaging 
with stakeholders and encouraging organisations to become involved (all enabled by the Nineveh Charitable Trust 
grant), all the main UK forest nurseries are now growing saplings from improved material and in Ireland, the forestry 
planting grant system insists on the use of improved material whenever it is available. In Scotland, our birch group is 
actively lobbying Forestry Commission Scotland to introduce a similar scheme. Although not every customer is yet 
asking for improved material for woodland planting, the nurseries are supplying it as part of a more technical sales 
effort and the awareness within the nursery stock industry to try and supply the right trees for forestry is growing 
annually.  
 
Forestart, the UK’s largest tree seed retailer and founder member of FTT, will this year, supply around 1,000,000 
germinating seeds from Future Trees Trust improved orchard material. It is likely that around 500,000 saleable 
saplings will be grown from this seed. Five years ago, 250,000 germinating seeds were sold, resulting in around 
100,000 saleable plants. 
 
In terms of trees planted in the ground, our progress has been marked and reflects the increase in our income over 
the last five years.  
 
In 2016 we planted:- 
• 2160 sycamore trees in two progeny trials in Northern Ireland and Cirencester 
• 564 grafted sycamore superior trees in a clonal seed orchard in the Republic of Ireland 
• 355 grafted superior oak trees into a genetic archive 
• 502 grafted superior sweet chestnut trees planted in a clonal seed orchard in Ireland   
• 2000 Eleagnus ‘nurses’ in our walnut trial at Jaguar Lount Wood in the National Forest  
 
We also plan to plant later this year:-  
• 439 grafted sweet chestnut trees into a clonal seed orchard at Torry Hill, Kent 
• 697 grafted sweet chestnut trees into a genetic archive at Shenmore 
 



Seed arising from the sycamore progeny trials (termed breeding seedling orchards) will be classified as ‘Tested’ 
under EU forest reproductive material regulations.  This is the highest category.  All the grafted clonal orchards will 
produce ‘Qualified’ seed.  This is the second highest category.  These clonal orchards will also allow for controlled 
breeding to raise the seed to Tested status. 
 
We are also currently growing in pots:-  
• 100 sweet chestnut trees ready to plant into a genetic archive in Clone, Ireland. 
• 174 sweet chestnut trees at East Malling Research in Kent, ready to plant into a UK clonal seed orchard  
• 80 grafted oak as a first step to producing clonal oak orchards  
 
Our website was completely rebuilt in April 2016 using core operating cost funds, is now kept up to date with all the 
latest news and is smart-phone friendly. We now receive around 4000 visits per month, increasing gradually each 
month. Our web-master advises me that for a charity of our size, this is a significant number of ‘hits’ and has 
increased markedly since we first launched the site in 2012.  There are 800 links to the website from other places 
across the web.  
 
The year ahead 
This year promises to be another busy year for us.  
 
Our work on the sustainable seed source project continues in partnership with Woodland Trust and Forestry 
Commission England, who have commissioned us to create a report into securing sustainable sources of seed for 
selected conifer species, the first time we have worked with conifers in our 25 year history. 
 
We will spearhead the emerging National Tree Improvement Strategy, taking a leading role in shaping this 
important policy-influencing project with the Forestry Commission, Forest Research and the Confederation of Forest 
Industries.  
 
We have received part-funding from the Irish Government to create the new role of Development Officer for Ireland 
– a person to promote, coordinate, develop and raise funds for Future Trees Trust in Ireland, where a very different 
forestry and fundraising culture exist. Recruitment is underway and the successful candidate should be in role by 
January 1st 2017.     
 
How we plan to continue our work 
We plan to continue meeting our core operating costs through our unrestricted donations and donations specifically 
restricted to supporting them. All our corporate supporters’ donations are unrestricted, as are many of those 
received from private charitable trusts. As our profile and reach increases, we anticipate more corporate supporters 
to recognise the benefits of an association with us and expect unrestricted corporate income to rise significantly in 
the next few years.  
    
Conclusion 
The scale and range of the projects we are now undertaking has grown significantly this year – we spent more than 
we’ve ever spent on tree-breeding and have committed significant additional funds to ongoing research for the year 
ahead. The growth we have experienced in the last few years would not have been possible without the skilled 
coordination, management and control demonstrated by our Research Coordinator Jo Clark and the fundraising and 
profile-raising achievements of our Development Officer Tim Rowland. The Nineveh Charitable Trust’s support for 
our core operating costs has been absolutely critical to enabling us to continue employing our Development Officer 
and meeting our other core operating costs.   
 
We are extremely grateful to the Nineveh Charitable Trust and wish to thank each of the trustees for their generous 
support. 
 
Tim Rowland 
Development Officer, 24th November 2016      


